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The Corporation of the District of Saanich

Report
To:

Mayor and Council

From:

Sharon Hvozdanski, Director of Planning

Date:

March 23, 2021

Subject:

Development Permit Application
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LEGISLATIVE DIVISION
DISTRICT F S ,

File: DPR00801 • 472 and 476 Dupplin Road
RECOMMENDATION
1. That Council approve Development Permit DPR00801.
2. That ratification of the Development Permit DPR00801 be withheld pending the
consolidation of the lots.
3. That Council rescind Development Permit DPR00479.
4. That Council discharge covenant CA2.274144 as it is associated with Development Permit
DPR00479.
5. That Council rescind the approval of Development Permit DPR00703.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek direction from Council on the subject application. The
application is for a Form and Character Development Permit to construct a new two-storey
office, warehouse, and retail sales building under the existing M-1 OW {Douglas Street West)
Zone. Variances are requested for building setbacks, building height, off-street loading spaces,
manoeurving aisle, landscaping requirements and signs. The applicant is DSquared Projects
{Dan Dunwoodie).

DISCUSSION
Background
On November 28, 2011, Council approved Rezoning REZ00476 and Development Permit
DPR00479 for 476 Dupplin Road in order to rezone the property from the RS-6 {Single Family
Dwelling) Zone to the M-1 OW {Douglas Street West) Zone to construct a one-storey office
building with a garage and outdoor storage. As part of the application , a covenant {CA2.274144)
was registered on Title to require the buildings to be constructed to a LEED Certified equivalent.
The project received final approval, however, the building was never constructed.
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In August 2017, an application for a Development Permit (DPR00703) was submitted. It
proposed a four-storey light industrial building with one level of underground parking. It was to
be constructed over both 472 and 476 Dupplin Road. On June 25, 2018, Council approved
Development Permit DPR00703 but withheld ratification pending registration of covenant to
ensure that the buildings are constructed to a LEED Certified equivalent. The covenant
requirement was never completed and Development Permit DPR00703 was never ratified.
The two properties now have a new owner, and a third Development Permit application has
been submitted. The current proposal is for a two-storey office, warehouse, and retail sales
building to be constructed over both lots, which would be consolidated into one parcel. If the
subject development proposal is supported by Council, the 2011 Development Permit
(DPR00479) would need to be rescinded, the associated covenant would need to be discharged
and the 2017 Development Permit (DPR00703) approval would also need to rescinded.

Neighbourhood Context
The 1939.52 m 2 site is located in the Douglas Street West area of the Saanich Core Local Area,
and is within the Uptown Major "Centre" (see Figure 1). The site is currently vacant and the
surrounding land use includes a mix of commercial and industrial buildings as well as some
single and multi-family residential. Properties adjacent to the subject site are all zoned M-1 OW
(Douglas Street West) Zone with the exception of 470 Dupplin Road immediately to the West,
which retains its RS-6 Single Family Dwelling zoning .
The site is located approximately 72 m north of the District of Saanich/City of Victoria Boundary.
Nearby parks tnclude Rudd Park and Rutledge Park. Uptown Shopping Centre is just over
600 m to the North and Mayfair Mall, which is located in the City of Victoria, is 450 m to the
southeast. The closest school is Tillicum Elementary, at approximately 1.1 km to the northwest.

Proposed Land Use
No changes to land use are proposed. The subject application is for a Form and Character
Development Permit to construct a two-storey office, warehouse, and retail sales building under
the existing M-1 DW (Douglas Street West) Zone.

Site and Building Design
The proposed building has been designed for the use of EB Horseman and Son, a local
electrical supplier. EB Horseman and Son has outgrown its existing building in Saanich and
wishes to construct a purpose built facility on the subject property.
The building would be rectangular in plan and cover approximately 47.5% of the site. It would be
located towards the south portion of the site, providing space for surface parking and a loading
bay on the north side of the building. Access is proposed off of Tennyson Avenue. The main
pedestrian entry would be on the Tennyson Avenue frontage.
The proposed 1090.30 m2 , two-storey building building is set back 4.70 m from Tennyson
Avenue, 1.00 m from Dupplin Road and also includes a 0.00 m setback on the west side of the
building . The maximum permitted height under the M-1 DW (Douglas Street West) Zone is
10.00 m, the height of the proposed building would be 11.71 m. These variances are discussed
further on in the report.
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood Context

The proposed building would be an insulated tilt-up concrete structure featuring a metal clad
canopy which would create a visual contrast against the concrete. The building features are
proposed to be more open and colourful in form and shape at the intersection of Dupplin Road
and Tennyson Avenue. To create a presence at the street, the building uses height and colour
to frame the entrance. The reveals and proposed colours would create visual interest with the
intention of catching your eye and drawing your attention to go inside the building. At the same
corner, the building would have a sloped canopy and is considered a modern reinterpretation of
a sloped roof. The office space has been designed to accommodate six to eight staff with an
additional two employees working in the warehouse. The office design captures as much natural
light as possible and the canopies would provide protection from the sun as well as architectural
interest. The lower floor is semi-open as the applicant wanted to create a connection with the
pedestrian traffic in the building while still maintaining security for the business.
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Figure 2: Proposed Site Plan (from plans by LADA Landscape Architects)

Figure 3: Proposed South East View - Dupplin Road and Tennyson Avenue intersection Elevation
(from plans by KCC Architecture)
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Figure 4: Proposed North East View-Tennyson Ave elevation (from plans by KCC Architecture)

The west side of the building (see Figure 3) would be located on or immediately adjacent to the
property line. Original plans called for a blank concrete wall. Subsequent to the Advisory Design
Panel review the wall has been updated with painted trim.
The total building area of 1090.30 m 2 is comprised of: 713.60 m 2 for the warehouse; 37.10 m 2
for the retail ; and 339.60 m 2 • for office over two-storeys.
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Figure 4: Proposed East Elevation along Tennyson Avenue (from plans by KCC Architecture)

Consultation
Community Association
A referral was sent from the Planning Department to the Mount View Colquitz Community
Association (MVCCA). A response was received indicating no objection to the proposal.
The MVCCA also stated that "Generally the MVCCA would prefer a taller building, providing
greater density, and more in line with the goals of the Uptown-Douglas Corridor plan." A copy of
the detailed referral comments from the MVCCA is included in the agenda package.
Advisory Design Panel
The Advisory Design Panel (ADP) considered the application as Case #2020/15. The Panel felt
that the west and south walls were stark and blank and thought there should be more
consideration for breaking up the massing. The stark west wall was of particular concern as it
has a proposed zero lot line setback.
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Figure 5: South Elevation along Dupplin Road (from plans by KCC Architecture)

The Panel appreciated the mechanical free zone on the roof. A disconnect between the
buildings front entrance and the sidewalk on Tennyson Avenue was identified by the Panel.
The Panel did appreciate the use of plantings to soften the building and the parking area despite
the landscape challenges along Dupplin Road.
It was the consensus of the members of the Panel present "That it be recommended that the
design to construct a two-storey light industrial building at 472 and 476 Dupplin Road under the
existing M-1 DW (Douglas Street West) Zone be approved subject to consideration of:
1. A review of the entry conditions on Tennyson; and
2. Additional architectural treatment of south and west facades to address the massing of the
building."
In response to the Panel's comments, the applicant revised the plans to include a new pathway
to connect the buildings entrance to Tennyson Avenue and added additional architectural
treatments on the facade.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That Council approve the recommendations as outlined in the staff report.
2. That Council reject the recommendations as outlined in the staff report.
3. That Council provide alternate direction to Staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The proposal has no immediate implications related to the District of Saanich Financial Plan.
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STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLICATIONS

The subject proposal works towards achieving one of Council's key Strategic Plan goals,
namely; the development of "Ensure protection of commercial and industrial lands."
The development also addresses other Strategic Plan goals, such as:
•
•

Ensure doing business with Saanich is encouraging and supportive; and
Promote Saanich as an effective place for businesses and industries to invest.

PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
Policy
The following Saanich Planning Policies are most applicable to the subject proposal:

Saanich Core Development Permit Area Guidelines
The site is subject to the relevant guidelines for the Saanich Core Development Permit Area.
Applicable guidelines relate to the scale of new development so that it reflects the urban
character of the Saanich Core; is in keeping with the general form and character of surrounding
development; is of a human scale to increase street level opportunities for social interaction and
the creation of a vibrant, pedestrian environment, and; has a high quality of architecture that is
contemporary and authentic incorporating varied architectural elements and landscaping
adjacent to the street.
Uptown-Douglas Plan (endorsed in principle August 2020)
On August 1O, 2020, Council endorsed, in principle, the Uptown-Douglas Plan (UDP). One of
the key plan directions of the UDP is to conserve light industrial, specifically in the Tennyson
Industrial Quarter Neighbourhood Sub-Area (see Figure 6). This sub-area is a key
neighbourhood where redevelopment seeks to retain and expand local employment
opportunities through intensification of commercial and light and ultra-light industrial uses, and
to further enhance the area through streetscape and public realm improvements.
The future land use designation of the subject site is identified as "Tennyson Industrial" which
includes a range in building heights, between six and eight-storeys (the noted base and
maximum building height designation). Generally, redevelopment in the Tennyson Industrial
designation looks to create new light industrial buildings with commercial uses at grade for
select streets, including frontages along Dupplin Road.
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Figure 6: Uptown Douglas Plan Land Use and Building Height Map (Endorsed 2020)

Some of the policies included in the Uptown-Douglas Plan that was endorsed by Council in
2020 include the following:
5.1 .1

"Evaluate applications for new development that seek changes to use, height and
density in the UD area based on the land use and height designations identified on Map
5.1 and in Figure 5.1, as well as the policies contained in all sections of this Plan."

5.4.4

"Expect frontage improvements as part of industrial projects to ensure the development
of a streetscape consistent with an urban area, including the introduction of separated
sidewalks and street trees."

5.4.6

"Consider opportunities for commercial at grade for developments with frontages along
Boleskine Road, Tennyson Avenue, and Dupplin Road."

5.4. 7

"Encourage industrial buildings to be designed and constructed to allow for future
flexibility of the space."

5.8.1

"Support density increases that provide additional employment opportunities and protect
and enhance the industrial character of the area (see also Policy 11.1 .8)"

5.8.2

"Require 50% of the first two-storeys in new development to be industrial and/or light
industrial in nature."

5.8.8

"Improve the streets by adding sidewalks and street trees as part of local improvements
and development changes to increase its attractiveness to existing and future
employers."

6.6.2

"Notwithstanding Policy 6.6.1 , permit limited surface parking, for disabled and visitor
parking and industrial uses, if located at the rear of buildings and landscaped and/or
screened from public view (see Guidelines 9.2.5)."
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Policy Analysis
The proposed land use is permitted under existing M-1 DW zoning. The Uptown-Douglas Plan
looks to support density increases in the Tennyson Industrial Quarter that provide additional
employment opportunities and to protect and enhance the industrial character of the area. In
order to maintain and enhance industrial use in the area, the Uptown-Douglas Plan looks to
require that a minimum 50% of the first two floors operate as Industrial, with the remaining
upper storeys being a mix light or ultra-light industrial and/or commercial uses. In terms of
desired building heights in the area, the proposed two-storey building form does not align with
the intended future build-out of the Tennyson Industrial Quarter, where modest low density and
mid-rise building heights will assist to redefine and lightly densify a historically industrial area.
In looking to parking and site servicing considerations, the Uptown-Dougals Plan looks to locate
operational activities such as loading, servicing, utilities, storage and parking, underground,
away from the public realm and screened from the public view. Specifically, Policy 6.6.2 looks to
support limited surface parking stalls for industrial uses when the parking area is sited to the
rear of the building . This proposal includes surface parking for all required stalls, with its siting
adjacent to the buildings with views and access from Tennyson Avenue. The proposal includes
a new loading bay, but its specifications do not align with the Uptown-Douglas Plan's Urban
Design Guidelines, which require that new developments integrate loading bays into the
buildings design. The intent of the urban guidelines related to parking and loading is to conceal
the parking from public view and, through guidelines specific to landscape buffering of surface
parking areas, to add to a welcoming streetscape.
While the proposal is generally consistent with the Uptown-Douglas Plan through its intent to
contribute to streetscape interface improvements and to maintain a level of industrial use in the
Tennyson Industrial Quarter Neighbourhood Sub-Area. there are certain aspects of the proposal
that are underrepresented, specifically a building form that is well below the base height of
six-storeys, and policy and guidelines related to on-site parking and loading.
Servicing
Servicing requirements call for a 3.048 m wide property dedication for road allowance along the
entire frontage of Tennyson Avenue complete with a 6.00 m radius corner cut at Dupplin Road
and Tennyson Avenue. A 1.80 m wide concrete sidewalk must be constructed along both
frontages complete with a wheelchair drop at the comer. A pole mounted street light is required
near the southwest corner of the development and the existing pole on Tennyson Avenue,
which conflicts with the proposed driveway, would be relocated.
Appropriately sized storm drain and sewer connections are required to serve this project from
existing mains on Dupplin Road, grease/oil interceptors must be installed on site, and a suitably
sized water service is to be installed on Dupplin Road. The existing water connection to
472 Dupplin Road is to be removed. Fire flow requirement and sanitary sewer loading
calculations are required by the applicant's consulting engineer.
Stormwater management must be provided in accordance with the requirements of Schedule H
"Engineering Specifications" of the Subdivision Bylaw. This development is within a Type II
watershed area which requires stormwater storage, oil/grit separator or grass swale and
sediment basin.
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Mobility
Tennyson Avenue fronting the development is classified as a residential street as is
Dupplin Road which connects with Burnside Road to the west, which is classified as a major
road, and Douglas Street to the east. Douglas Street is an arterial highway under the jurisdiction
of the Province, and provides a connection to Uptown Shopping Centre and the rest of Saanich
to the north, and the City of Victoria to the South. The Galloping Goose Regional trail is half a
block to the east.

The applicant is proposing 22 parking spaces, 21 spaces are required based on the mix office,
warehouse, and retail sales. The plans show no proposed Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure or conduits for future installation of Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure. While
new Electric Vehicle Charging requirements were adopted effective September 1, 2020, this
application was received prior to this date and considered "in stream" and therefore energized
EV stalls were not formally required. It is worth noting that under the new requirements, the
minimum number of energized spaces required would have been three stalls (5% for
warehouse, 5% for retail sales and a minimum of two spaces for office for a total of three EV
stalls). Bicycle parking requirements include two Class I spaces and two Class II space. The
applicant is providing bicycle parking in excess of this requirement and is proposing two Class I
and six Class II spaces.
Environment
The Parks Department has confirmed that five trees would require removal, including the one
Bylaw protected Poplar tree located on the Dupplin Road frontage. Five trees are proposed to
be planted on site, four in the parking area and one at the corner of Tennyson Avenue and
Dupplin Road. Three boulevard trees are proposed along the Tennyson Avenue boulevard. In
2010, Saanich Council adopted the Urban Forest Strategy. A key goal is "To Protect and
Enhance the Urban Foresr. Further to this goal is the "No Net Loss" canopy policy. The policy
will ensure that every public or protected private tree removed is rep1aced with a minimum of
one tree. The current proposal meets this important policy."

There is currently a covenant registered on Title that require the buildings to be constructed to a
LEED Certified equivalent. This covenant is associated with DPR00479 and would have to be
discharged when DPR00479 is rescinded. The proposed building is a part three building and will
have to meet the Step Code 2 requirements. The applicant has noted that the proposed
development includes; water efficiency; construction waste management; energy efficient
building, systems and design; and stormwater management.
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Variances
The following table summarizes the variances requested and they are discussed in detail below.
Ta ble 1: Proposed Vanances
.

Regulation
Setback from street
(Ducolin Road)
Setback from any lot lone
abutting a RS Zone
Building Height
Off-Street Loading Spaces
Manoeuvring Aisle Width
Business Signs
Landscapina Reauirements

Required in
M·1DWZone
7.5 m (or 3.75 m
if landscaped).
12.0m
10.0m
2
7.6m
1 per business
per business face
3.75m

Proposed

Variance

1.0 m

2.75m

Om

12.0 m

11.71 m
1
7.0m
3

1.71 m
1
0.6m
2

1.0 m

2.75m

Building Setbacks
A variance is requested for setback from a lot line abutting a street. The M-1 OW Zone requires
a setback from any lot line abutting a street of 7.50 m (or 3.75 m if landscaped). Plans provided
show the proposed setback along Dupplin Road at 1.0 m, a deficiency of 2.75 m.
The proposed plans show the area within the setback would be landscaped with Irish Yew and
Red-osier Dogwoods. The sidewalk, combined with the newly landscaped area would minimize
the impacts of the reduced setback and create an improved pedestrian experience.
A second setback variance is required for the west side of the property. The M-1 OW Zone
requires a 12.0 m setback from any lot line abutting an A, RS, RD, RC, RT, RM, RA, or RP
Zone. The property to the west, 470 Dupplin Road is zoned RS-6 and therefore the Zoning
Bylaw requires a 12.0 m setback. As the applicant is proposing to construct the building at the
property line, a 12.0 m setback variance is requested.
The variance is supportable as the RS-6 zoned property to the west, 470 Dupplin Road, is
identified in Saanich Core Local Area Plan as Commercial/Industrial and is also identified in the
Uptown Douglas Plan as Tennyson Industrial and therefore the property will likely be rezoned in
the future for·Industrial uses. The anticipated form of development for neighbouring properties
would be consistent with Industrial zoning expectations similar to the subject property.
Both of the requested setback variances are consistent with the variances previously approved
through Development Permit DPR00703.
Building Height
The Zoning Bylaw allows a maximum height of 10.0 m however the proposed height is 11 .71 m .
As a result, a variance of 1.71 mis required. While the proposed height is greater than what is
permitted under the M-1 OW Zone, it is lower than what is contemplated in the
Official Community Plan. The future of this area would allow for Commercial and Industrial
buildings of up to eight-storeys in height. Furthermore, the policies and objectives of the
Uptown-Douglas Plan include intensification of this industrial area and contemplate building
heights of six to eight-storeys. While the proposed two-storey building form does not align with
the intended future build-out of the Tennyson Industrial Quarter, the variance is supportable as
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the proposed building meets the intent to maintain a level of industrial use in the Tennyson
Industrial Quarter Neighbourhood.
·
Off-Street Loading Spaces
The Zoning Bylaw requires two off-street loading spaces however one off-street loading space
is proposed. As a result, a variance is required for one off-street loading space. As this is a
purpose built facility, the applicant has stated the need for only one loading space. As a result,
this proposed variance is supportable.
Manoeuvring Aisle Width
The Zoning Bylaw requires a manoeuvring aisle width of 7.6 m. The applicant is proposing a
manoeuvring aisle width of 7.0 m, a 0.6 m deficiency. This 0.6 m variance can be supported as
it is not anticipated to have any significant impact to the traffic flow on site.
Business Signs
A variance is requested for the number of proposed signs on the building face. The subject
property falls under the Sign District D. The Sign Bylaw allows for one Fascia, Canopy or Wall
Sign, per business per building face. The applicant is proposing two Fascia Signs and one
Canopy Sign for a total of three signs for the same business on the north building face
(see figure 7). The proposed signs would be required to meet Sign District D requirements for
size. A sign permit will be required.

~---r---~~I
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Figure 7: Proposed Business Sign Variance, North Elevation (from plans by KCC Architecture)

This variance can be supported because the bylaw allows one sign per business per building
face. As this purpose built building would contain only one business, the overall number of signs
· would be less that if the building had multiple businesses. As a result, the proposed variance is
supportable.
Landscaping Requirements
The Zoning Bylaw requires that where a lot is zoned M-1 D, a landscape area having a minimum
depth of 3.75 m (12.3 ft) shall be provided along the full length of any yard which abuts a street
except for driveways and walkways. The proposed depth of the proposed landscaping along
Dupplin Road is only 1.0 m. This is consistent with the previously approved Development Permit
DPR00703, which allowed for a reduced requirement for landscaping. In addition, given that the
requested variances for setbacks as mentioned above are considered supportable, the
requested variance for landscaping requirements are also supportable.
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CONCLUSION
The proposed building would be a purpose built building for EB Horseman and Son, a local
electrical supplier. The two-storey, 1090.30 m2 building would be an insulated tilt-up concrete
structure, with a metal canopy feature and forms and colour that provide architectural interest.
The proposed building would be required to meet Step 2 of the Step Code.
The proposed land use is permitted under existing M-1 OW zoning, and is consistent with the
Saanich Core Local Area Plan which designates the site as Commercial/Industrial. The proposal
meets the general intent and direction of the Uptown-Douglas Plan. However there are certain
aspects of the proposal that are underrepresented, specifically a building form that is well below
the base height of six-storeys, and policy and guidelines related to on-site parking and loading.
While the variances requested for height, maneuvering aisle width, loading spaces, landscaping
requirements and signs are minor, the variance requests for setbacks are more significant.
However, the proposed setbacks are generally consistent with the policies in the Official
Community Plan, as well as the goals of the Uptown-Douglas Plan, which include intensification
of industrial areas and improvements to the streetscape interface.
The proposed office, warehouse, and retail sales building would be an attractive addition to the
area and could encourage similar high-quality development of other under-utilized properties in
the vicinity.
For the above-noted reasons, staff support the Development Permit application, subject to the
recommendations outlined on page 1 of this Report.
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Prepared by:
Sarah de Medeiros
Planning Technician

Reviewed by:
Shari Holmes-Saltzman
Manager of Current Planning

Approved by:
Sharon Hvozdanski
Director of Planning
CWB/SD/rh

ADMINISTRATOR'S COMMENTS:
I endorse the recommendation from the Director of Planning.
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DISTRICT OF SAANICH
NO. DPR00801

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
TO:

1227164 B.C. LTD., INC. NO. BC1227164
19295 25TH Avenue
Surrey BC V3Z 3X1
(herein called "the Owner")

1.

This Development Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the Bylaws of the
Municipality applicable thereto, except as specifically varied by this Permit.

2.

This Development Permit applies to the lands known and described as:

Lot 1, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 5874
472 Dupplin Road
And
Lot 73, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 51, except those parts included
In Tennyson and Dupplin Roads and except that part In Plan 5874
476 Dupplin Road
(herein called "the lands")

3.

This Development Permit further regulates the development of the lands as follows:
(a)

By varying the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 905.3 (a) (i) to permit
the building to be constructed with a setback from a lot line abutting a street of
1.0 m (3.75 m required).

(b)

By varying the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 905.3 (a) (i) to permit
the building to be constructed with a setback from a lot line abutting a RS Zone of
0.0 m (12.0 m required).

(c)

By varying the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 905.3 (b) to permit the
building to be constructed with a building height of 11.71 m (max. 10.0 m allowed).

(d)

By varying the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 8.4 and Table 8.1 to
permit the building to be constructed with a total of one loading space (two spaces
required).

(e)

By varying the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 6.5 (d) to permit the
building to be constructed with a landscape area along Dupplin Road with a depth of
1.0 m (3.75 mis required) .

.,
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(f)

By varying the provisions of the Sign Bylaw 8789, to permit three Fascia Sign or
Canopy Sign, per business per building face (Max one allowed)

(g)

By requiring the buildings and lands to be constructed and developed in accordance
with the architectural plans prepared by KCC Architecture and Design Ltd. date
stamped received on January 4, 2021, the landscape plans prepared by LADA
Landscape Architects date stamped received on November 12, 2020, the irrigation
plans prepared by Wes-Tech date stamped received on December 2, 2020, and the
civil plans prepared by Hoel Engineering date stamped received on November 12,
2020, copies of which are attached to and form part of this permit.

4.

The Owner shall substantially start the development within 24 months from the date of
issuance of the Permit, in default of which the Municipality may at its option upon 1O days
prior written notice to the Owner terminate this Permit and the Permit shall be null and void
and of no further force or effect.

5.

Notwithstanding Clause 4, construction of driveways and parking areas, and delineation of
parking spaces shall be completed prior to the issuance of an Occupancy Permit.

6.

(a)

Prior to issuance of a Building Permit, the Owner shall provide to the Municipality
security by cash, certified cheque, or an irrevocable letter of credit in the amount of
$49,306.00 to guarantee the performance of the requirements of this Permit
respecting landscaping.

(b)

A Landscape Architect registered with the British Columbia Society of Landscape
Architects must be retained for the duration of the project until the landscaping
security has been released. Written letters of assurance must be provided at
appropriate intervals declaring the registered Landscape Architect, assuring that the
landscape work is done in accordance with the approved landscape plan , and
indicating a final site inspection confirming substantial compliance with the approved
landscape plan (BCSLA Schedules L-1 , L-2 and L-3).

(c)

All landscaping must be served by an automatic underground irrigation system.

(d)

The owner must obtain from the contractor a minimum one-year warranty on
landscaping works, and the warranty must be transferable to subsequent owners of
the property within the warranty period. The warranty must include provision for a
further one-year warranty on materials planted to replace failed plant materials.

(e)

Any protective fencing of trees or covenant areas must be constructed, installed and
signed according to the specifications in Appendix X.

(f)

No site activity shall take place prior to the installation of any required tree or
covenant fencing and the posting of "WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs.
The applicant must submit to the Planning Department a photograph(s) showing the
installed fencing and signs. Damage to or moving of, any protective fencing will
result in an immediate stop work order and constitute a $1,000 penalty.

(g)

The landscaping requirements of this Permit shall be completed within four months
of the date of issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the development, in
default of which the Municipality may enter upon the lands, through its employees or
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agents, and complete, correct or repair the landscaping works at the cost of the
Owner and may apply the security, interest at the rate payable by the Municipality for
prepaid taxes.
(h)

In the event that any tree identified for retention is destroyed, removed or fatally
injured, a replacement tree shall be planted in the same location by the Owner in
accordance with the replacement guidelines as specified within the Saanich Tree
and Vegetation Retention, Relocation and Replacement Guidelines. The
replacement tree shall be planted within 30 days of notice from the Municipality in
default of which the Municipality may enter upon the lands and carry out the works
and may apply the security provided herein in payment of the cost of the works. For
the purpose of this section, existing trees identified for retention and new trees
planted in accordance with the landscape plan attached to and forming part of this
permit shall be deemed to be "trees to be retained".

7.

The lands shall be developed strictly in accordance with the terms and conditions and
provisions of this Permit and shall comply with all Municipal bylaws except for those
provisions specifically varied herein. Minor variations which do not affect the overall
building and landscape design and appearance may be permitted by the Director of
Planning or in her absence, the Manager of Current Planning.

8.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 7 of this Permit the following changes will be
permitted and not require an amendment to this Permit:
(a)

When the height or siting of a building or structure is varied 20 cm or less provided,
however, that this variance will not exceed the maximum height or siting
requirements of the Zoning Bylaw.

(b) Changes to the relative location and size of doors and windows on any fa(fade which
do not alter the general character of the design or impact the privacy of neighbouring
properties following consultation with Director of Planning or in the Director's
absence, the Manager of Current Planning.
(c)

Where items noted under Section 8(b) are required to comply with the Building
Code and/or the Fire Code and those changes are not perceptible from a road or
adjacent property.

(d)

Changes to soft landscaping provided the changes meet or exceed the standards
contained on the landscape plans forming part of this Permit.

9.

The terms and conditions contained in this Permit shall inure to the benefit of and be
binding upon the Owner, their executors, heirs and administrators, successors and
assigns as the case may be or their successors in title to the land.

10.

This Permit is not a Building Permit.
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AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ON THE
DAY OF
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-5PROTECTIVE FENCING FOR TREES AND COVENANT AREAS

Protective fencing around trees and covenant areas is an important requirement in eliminating
or minimizing damage to habitat in a development site.
Prior to any activities taking place on a development site, the applicant must submit a photo
showing installed fencing and 'WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs to the Planning
Department.
Specifications:
• Must be constructed using 2" by 4" wood framing and supports, or modular metal fencing
• Robust and solidly staked in the ground
• Snow fencing to be affixed to the frame using zip-ties or galvanized staples
• Must have a 'WARNING - HABITAT PROTECTION AREA" sign affixed on every fence face
or at least every 1O linear metres

Note: Damage to, or moving of, protective
fencing will result in a stop work order and a
$1 ,000 penalty.

COP~"
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Schedule "C"
TREE PROTECTION FENCING
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Tree Protection Fencing Specifications:

1. The fence will be constructed using 38 x 89 mm (2" x 4") wood frame:
Top, Bottom and Posts. •
Use orange snow fencing mesh and secure to the wood frame with "zip" ties or
galvanized staples.
2. Attach a sign with minimum size of 407 mm x 610 mm (16" x 24") with the following
wording:
DO NOT ENTER - Tree Protection Zone (For retained trees) or;
DO NOT ENTER - Future Tree Planting Zone (For tree planting sites)
This sign must be affixed on every fence face or at least every 10 linear metres.
•In rocky areas, metal posts (t-bar or rebar) drilled into rock will be accepted.

DATE: November 2019
SCALE: N.T.S.

.,
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Memo
To:

Planning Department

From:

Jason Hodgins

Date:

August 17, 2020

Subject:

Servicing Requirements for the Proposed Development- REVISED

PROJECT:

TO CONSTRUCT A TWO STOREY OFFICE/WAREHOUSE/SALES
BUILDING UNDER EXISTING ZONING
SITE ADDRESS: 472 DUPPLIN RD
PIO: 005·940-443
LEGAL: LOT 1 SECTION 7 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN 5874
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02111
PROJECT NO: PRJ2017-00571

The above noted application for Development Permit has been circulated to the Engineering
Department for comment. A list of servicing requirements has been attached on the following
pages. To allow Council to deal effectively with this application, we would appreciate
confirmation, prior to the Public Hearing, that the applicant agrees to complete the servicing
requirements. Should there be any disagreement with any of these requirements, it should be
discuss with the undersigned prior to the Public Hearing.

on Hodgins
Development Services Manager
cc: Herley Machielse, Director of Engineering

G!ntra! lnfonnauon on Qtyt!opnent Sfry!c!na
Servicing requltements are slated at this time fof the applicant's Information. The 19quirements must be met prior to building permit
Issuance, Including consolidatlon or subdivllion, payments and/or deposits.
SeMc:es which must be Installed by a developer must be designed by 1 Professional Engineer hired by the developer and lnatanecl
under the Engineer's supeNlslon. The design must be apptO\led prior to building permit issuance. The approval process may take
up to 30 wolklng days of staff time to complete clrctilatlons and request revisions of the Engineer. Certain circumstances can
lengthen the approval process.
A rmmcial lheet Is INued with the design drawing v.t!lch wlll state:
1) The estinated cost ol developer Installed servicing plUs 20% which must be deposited.
2) The estinated cost of Munlc:ipal Installed seNicing which must be paid.
3) The Development Cost Charges payable.
4) Ally apeclel conditions which must be met.

ENTERED
IN CASI
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PLANNING DEPT.

DISTRICT OF SAANICH

Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02111
Civic Address: 472 DUPPLIN RD
Page: 1

Date: Aug 17, 2020

1. An appropriately sized storm drain connection is required to serve this development from the existing main on Dupplin Road.

2. Grease/oil interceptors must be installed on site.
3. All proposed building and parking areas must be drained in accordance with the BC Building Code requirements.
4. Storm water management must be provided In accordance with the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of
Subdivision By-law. This development ia within Type II watershed area which requires storm water storage, oil/grit separator or grass
swale and sedinent basin. For further details, refer to section 3.5.16, Storm Water Management and Eroslon Control of Sc:hed1*1 H
"Engineering Specifications• of Subdivision By-law.
5. The existing drain connection at 472 Ouppltn Road is to be capped.
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DISTRICT OF SMNICH

Dlatrlct ol Saanlch
Development Services
770 Vernon Ave.

Victoria ec

vax :Nl7

t. 250475-5570
development@saanlch.ca
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File. No.: SVS02111

ENG..EERING

The following site servicing requirements must be constructed or bonded for prior to Building
Permit issuance in accordance with sections 7.16 - 7.20, Development Works and Services
Required, of the Building Bylaw, 2019, No. 9529. Design drawings from a qualified
protessional must be reviewed and approved prior to the Building Permit application submission
to avoid processing delays. Exoected lead time is 4-6 weeks per revision. Please contact
Development Services at develooment@saanich.ca or 250-475-5570 for more information.

General
1. The building is required to comply with the 2018 BC Building Code and Municipal
Bylaws. Building and plumbing permits will be required for all works.
2. A construction fire safety plan for the project is to be prepared in accordance with
the BC Fire Code and submitted prior to issuing a building permit. Two draft
plans (1 hard copy/1 digital) are to be submitted to the Fire Prevention Division
for review and comment. A $100 review fee is to be paid (cash or cheque) at the
time of submission.
3. This proposal is subject to the prevailing municipal development cost charges.
4. All relevant precautions in Part 8 of the BC Building Code "Safety Measures at
Construction and Demolition Sites11 must be provided by the contractor prior to
issuance of the building permit.
5. Letter of commitment from the registered professional of record is required
stating the standpipe system shall be progressively installed during construction
as per the BC Building Code, prior to the issuance of the building permit
6. A pumper connection for the fire sprinkler system must be provided at a location
acceptable to the Fire Department and within 45m of a fire hydrant. This pumper
connection is to be free-standing and outside of the collapse zone of the
proposed building.

Hydroltel
1. Underground wiring is required to serve the proposed development.

82!5!
1. The corporation wishes to acquire 3.048m wide property dedication for road
allowance along the entire frontage of Tennyson Avenue complete with a 6.0
radius corner cut at Dupplin Road and Tennyson Avenue. Alternatively, a
statutory right-of-way will be required for the road, sidewalk and boulevard
improvements in this area.
--
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2. The corporation wishes to acquire 0.50m wide property dedication for road
allowance along the entire frontage of Dupplin Road. Alternatively, a statutory
right-of-way will be required for the road, sidewalk and boulevard improvements
in this area.
·

3. Dupplin Road, fronting this development must be constructed to 11.0m wide
Residential Urban standard for Industrial zoned lots. From centerline the road
shall include a 3.4m vehicle lane, 0.6m buffer, 1.5m bike lane, minimum 2.0m
landscaped boulevard, and a 1.8 m wide separated sidewalk. A wheelchair drop
per Saanich Standard Drawing No. C9SS is required at the comer of Tennyson
Avenue and Dupplin Road.

4. A 1.8 m wide separated sidewalk must be constructed on Tennyson Avenue
fronting this development complete with a minimum 2.0 m wide boulevard area
between sidewalk and curb.
5. The existing pole on Tennyson Avenue, which is conflicting with the proposed
driveway, must be relocated.
6. Driveway drop is to be constructed as per Saanich Standard Drawing No. C7SS
and C16SS.

7. The existing driveway drops on Dupplin Road and Tennyson Avenue, which will
not be used by the proposed development, must be replaced with standard
section of non-mountable curb and gutter and the boulevard restored to
landscaping.

8. A pole mounted LED street light is required near the southwest corner of this
development.
Sewer
1. An appropriately sized sewer connection is required from the existing main on
Dupplin Road to serve this development.
2. The existing sewer connections are to be capped.
Water

1. Fire flow requirement calculations for this project must be submitted by the
consulting engineer based on fire underwriter's survey to allow the municipality to
detennine whether the existing water system can provide the required flow or
upgrading is required .
2. A suitably sized water service must be installed on Dupplin Road to serve the
proposed development in accordance with AWNA Manual M 22. A fire line will
be required complete with a double detector check valve in a vault on private
property near the property line.
~©~ow~
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3. The existing 13 mm water service at 472 Dupplin Road must be removed .
4. A hydrant flow test of hydrant 479 (comer of Tennyson and Dupplin) will be
required to ensure that the municipal system can provide adequate flow.
Statutory right-of-way is required for this hydrant if road dedication is not
provided.
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APRIL 8, 2020

DSQUARED
PROJECTS

SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
Parcel Address:

472 & 476 Dupplin Road,
Victoria, BC

Proposed Development:

Build-to-Suit lndustrfal and Office Building

Applicant:

D Squared Projects Ltd.

#204- 2849 North Road,
Burnaby, BC V3J 1R1
Contact Person:

Dan Ounwoodie
D Squared Projects Ltd.
Tel: 604-306-9533
E-mail: dan@dsguaredorolects.com

ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

Green Design and Construction
It Is understood that the District d Saanlch has adopted Built Green standards as a benchmar1< for
grading the sustainable or "green• aspects of new developments. Our development is Industrial and

unfortunately BuHt Green does not wrrentty have a guideline or grading system for Industrial buHding
types. However, our design incorporates many of the building features 1hat Bul t Green endorses.
Water Efficiency

Reducing water usage decreases the impact on the water supply systems and sewage disposal
Infrastructure. Our design adopts the following strategies to reduce potable water:
•

Selection of drought tolerant plan species within planting areas.

•

Use of low-flow toDets In the office area.

AprJ ', 2020

DSQUARED
PROJECTS

Material and Resources
ConstructiOn waste management and selection of durable materials wiH reduce the burden on landfills.
Strategies being considered Include:
•

Demolition and construction waste to be separated and recycled appropriately.

•

Constructing the new builcfrig of concrete and steel which are the most durable materials
available for construction of a warehouse in order to prolong lifespan.

Building Envelope and Design

careful design and superior envelope performance can promote energy efficiency. Strategies being
considered include:
•

Insulated concrete •sandwich• panel walls which have integral, continuous insulation to negate
thermal bridging and to better the overall energy performance of the building.

•

All exterior glazing to be Low-E sealed units.

•

Insulated EPDM rubber membrane roofing with river-rock ballast. The light-grey colour of the
rock reflects light and prevents solar heat gain that would ocrur with a black root such as
mechanicaly fastened EPDM.

•

A large 'eyebrow' canopy shades much of the office area glazing and reduce the amount of heat
gain from direct sunlight This will reduce the amount of energy needed to cool the office space.

•

The building is design such that the office area is east facing . It wil receive direct sunlight only in
the morning hours when heat is less intense.

Interior Environment
Indoor air quality can be improved by utilizing materials that are not •off-gassing" and by ensuring fresh
air Is moving through the lntelior spaces. Controlling temperature is also important for the comfort of
those working inside the building. Strategies being considered include:
•

Only Low voe paints, adhesives and sealants shall be used.

•

Warehouse area to have ventilation for fresh-air changes.

•

Insulated concrete sandwich panels have excellent thermal mass properties which minimizes
interior temperature fluctuation.

April 1. 2020

D Sauared Pro1ects Lld
#204 -2849 North Road. Burnaby, BC V3J 1R6

DSQUARED
PROJECTS

Using energy-efficient systems within the building reduces power consumption. Strategies being
considered indude:
•

All Interior and right fixtures to be high~fflclency LED.

•

Heating and cooling will have zones for Increased control.

Storrowater Management
Systems and thoughtful design can help to reduce the amount of stormwater being diverted to municipal
infrastructure. Strategies being considered include:
•

Use of permeable asphalt at parking stalls which allow water to infiltrate the surface and
replenish the natural groundwater.

•

Stormwater collected on site will run through a storage and infiltration tank system that allows
most of the water to permeate back Into the groundwater supply, rather than flow out to the storm
infrastructure in the street

SOCIAL INDICATORS
Community Character

Our proposal provides an attractive new buRding at a prominent street comer that is currantly vacant and
tends to attract illicit activity. The new buiding will bring a reputable business to the site that will employ
people in well-paying jobs.
Alternative Transportation

The property is wen si1uated within walking distance to bus stops with routes on Dou~as. Stree_t and
Burnside Road (6-minute and 3-minute walks respectively). Bike racks are proposed to promote
commuting by bicycle.

Ap11I 1, 2020
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
Parcel Address:
Applicant:
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Date:
Contact Person:
Telephone:

Storm water management is reviewed as part of the Development Permit Review process.
Applications are required to meet
1. The Engineering Specifications detailed In Section 3.5.16 of Schedule "H" of the
Subdivision Bylaw, 7452; and
2. The Intent of the Development Permit guidelines:

a) Deyelooment Pennlt Areas #1. 2. 3. 6. throygh 15. 17. 18. 20. 21. 22. 23
• The total Impervious cover of the site should minimize Impact on the receiving
aquatic environment Consideration should be given to reducing Impervious
cover through reduction In bulldlng footprint and paved areas.
• Storm water Nnoff controls should replicate the natural Nnoff regime. The
controls could Include on-site Infiltration, storage In ponds or constructed
wetlands, sand titration and creative road/curb configurations.
b) Development Permit Area #27
Maintain pre-development hydrological characteristics should by the following
means:
• minimize Impervious surfaces.
• return the storm water runoff from Impervious surfaces of the development to
natural hydrologlc pathways In the ground to the extent reasonably permitted by
site conditions, and treat. store and slowly release the remainder per the
specifications of Schedule H to the Subdivision Bylaw.
ENTERED
• minimize alteration of the contours of the land outside the areas approved for
IN CASE
bulldlngs, stNctures and site accesses by minimizing the deposit of fill and
removal of soil, and
,..._ - - --------.
• minimize the removal of native trees outside the areas approv~~ -~dittmJ~ n~.n~
structures and site accesses.
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Keeping in mind the requirements of Schedule "H", describe how your storm water management concept
will meet the Intent of the relevant development permit guldellnes. Provide detalls on types of treatment
systems that will be used, conaldertng the following questions:
a) WUI there be an Increase or deaease In Impervious area compared to existing conditions?
b) What percentage of the site will be Impervious cover compared to existing conditions?
c) How will Impervious surface area be minimized (e.g. minimizing paved area and building footprints,
pervious paving, green roofing, absorbent landscaping)?
d) How will the proposed system detain and reguate flows and Improve storm water quality {e.g.
lnfltration systems, engineered wetlands, bloawalel)?
e) tf the Intent of the guideline cannot be met, explain why.
Use additional pages If necessary. Attach plans If available: detailed engineering plans will be required as
pert of the Bulldlng Permit process.

NOTe: MeeUng the Development Permit guldelln.. end /nuance of• Development Permit does
not relieve the requirement. of Schedule "Hn of the Subdivision Bylaw.
•)
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Consulting Arborists

472/476 Dupplin Rd, Saa~ich
Construction Impact Assessment &
Tree Preservation Plan
Prepared For:

Dan Dunwoodie
D Squared Projects Ltd.
2849 North Rd #204,
Burnaby, BC V3J I R6
Bellagiselle Investments Ltd.
19295 25th Avenue
Surrey, BC V3Z 3Xl

Prepared By:

Date of Issuance:

Talbot, Mackenzie & Associates
Michael Marcucci
ISA Certified# ON-1943A
TRAQ - Qualified
February 28, 2020 (TPP# I)
March 30, 2020 (TPP#2)

Box 48153 RPO- Uptown Victoria, BC VS
Ph: (250) 479-8733
Fax:(250)479-7050

Email: tmtreehelp@gmail.com
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates

•
Jobsite Property:

Consulting Arborists

472 and 476 Dupplin Rd, Saanich

Date of Site Visit(s): February 5, 2020
Site Conditions:

476 Dupplin Rd is a vacant lot with debris and materials that have been
dumped There is no ongoing construction activity around the existing
house.

Summary:

•

One bylaw protected Lombardy Poplar will require removal; it is located almost within the
proposed building footprint.
• A portion of the hedge (NT 2) and two small trees (NT 3 and 4) are located on the neighbour's
property and will require removal due to the excavation for the building foundation, which
extends to the property line adjacent to these trees.
• A row of small neighbour's trees growing against the chain link fence (NT#S) will require
removal due to the proposed concrete retaining wall along the west property line.
Scope of Assipment:

•

Inventory the existing trees and any trees on municipal or neighbouring properties that could
potentially be impacted by construction or that are within three metres of the property line.
• Review the proposal to demolish the existing house and construct a new building and parking
lot.
• Comment on how construction activity may impact existing trees.
• Prepare a tree retention and construction damage mitigation plan for those trees deemed
suitable to retain given the proposed impacts.
MetbodolOI)':

All trees with at least one stem measuring greater than 1Ocm in diameter were included in the
attached inventory. No trees were tagged. Approximate locations for trees not surveyed were
added to the site plan provided.
• Information such as tree species, DBH (l.4m), crown spread, critical root zone (CRZ}, health,
structure, and relative tolerance to construction impacts were included in the inventory.
• The conclusions reached were based on the information provided within the attached plans
from LADR Landscape Architects (March 27, 2020), KCC Architecture (March 27, 2020) and
the servicing plan (HoeL March 27, 2020).
• A Tree Site Plan was created using the existing survey plan provided.
•

472/476 Dupplin Rd-Tree Preservation Plan #2

------- -
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Summary of Tree Resource: One bylaw protected tree exists .on the subject property (a Lombardy
Poplar). The remaining 4 small trees/hedges (or groups of trees) are near the west property line on
the neighbour's property or (in the case of NT 2) shared between the properties.

Trees to be Removed
The following trees will require removal due to construction related impacts:
NT#l Lombardy Poplar - The tree is located almost within the building footprint.
NT#2 Pyramidal Cedars - There are 8 plants in this group, 2 of which are on the neighbour's
property. The building extends to the property line in this area. All will be removed due to being
within the building footprint or directly beside it.
NT#3 Hawthorn (-15cm DBH)-This neighbOur's tree is likely less than 0.Sm from the property
line and the proposed building.
NT#4 Cherry (-30cm DBH)-This neighbour's tree is close to being dead and is approximately
0.3in from the property line and proposed building.
NT#S Row of Plums and Hawthorns (<lScm DBH)
The majority of this row of small neighbour's trees were likely not planted; they likely either selfseeded against the fence-line or grew from root suckers. The site servicing plan and architectural
site plan show a retaining wall proposed along a portion ofthe west property line, which will likely
result in significant root loss to most of the trees in this row. Additionally, trees at the south end
of the row could be impacted by the foundation excavation. Some of the smaller trees may survive
and can be retained if desired by the neighbour.
The neighbour should be notified of the potential impacts to their trees.

4721476 Dupplin Rd - Tree Preservation Plan #2
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates

Picture #1 (left) showing NT#4 on the right side (poor health) and NT#3 in the background (left),
beside the house.
Picture #2 (right) showing the row of small neighbour's trees growing against the chain link fence
along the property line.

General Mitigation Measures
•

Arborist Supervision: All excavation occurring within the critical root mnes of retained trees
should be completed under the direction or supervision of the project arborist.

•

Prunina Roots: Any. severed roots must be pruned back to sound tissue to reduce wound
surface area and encourage rapid compartmentalization of the wound. Backfilling the
excavated area around the roots should be done as soon as possible to keep the roots moist and
aid in root regeneration. Ideally, the area surrounding exposed roots should be watered; this is
particularly important ifexcavation occurs or the roots are exposed during a period ofdrought.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways, including wrapping the roots in burlap or
installing a root curtain of wire mesh lined with burlap, and watering the area periodically
throughout the construction process.

•

Barrier fencing: The areas surrounding the trees to be retained should be isolated from the
construction activity by erecting protective barrier fencing. Where possible, the fencing should
be erected at the perimeter of the critical root zones.
The barrier fencing must be a minimum of 4 feet in height, of solid frame construction that is
attached to wooden or metal posts. A solid board or rail must run between the posts at the top
and the bottom of the fencing. This solid frame can then be covered with plywood, or flexible
snow fencing. The fencing must be erected prior to the start of any construction activity on site
(i.e. demolition, excavation, construction), and remain in place through completion of the
project. Signs should be posted around the protection zone to declare it off limits to all
construction related activity. The project arborist must be consulted before this fencing is
removed or moved for any purpose.

472/476 Dupplin Rd-Tree Preservation Plan #2
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•

Mioimizin1 Soil Compaction: lo areas where construction traffic must encroach into the
critical root zones oftrees to be retained, efforts must be made to reduce soil compaction where
possible by displacing the weight of machinery and foot traffic. This can be achieved by one
or a combination of the following methods (depending on the size of machinery and the
frequency of use):
Placing a layer of geogrid (such as Combigrid 30/30) over the area to be used and
installing a layer of crushed rock to a depth of IS cm over top or a layer of hog fuel or
coarse wood chips at least 30 cm in depth and maintaining it in good condition until
construction is complete.
• Installing a layer of hog fuel or coarse wood chips at least 20 cm in depth and
maintaining it in good condition until construction is complete.
• Placing two layers of l 9mm plywood.
• Placing steel plates
•

•

Mulching: Mulching can be an important proactive step in maintaining the heahh of trees and
mitigating construction related impacts and overall stress. Mulch should be made from a
natural material such as wood chips or bark pieces and be 5-Scm deep. No mulch should be
touching the trunk of the tree. See ..methods to avoid soil compaction" if the area is to have
heavy traffic.

•

Blasting: Care must be taken to ensure that the area of blasting does not extend beyond the
necessary footprints and into the critical root zones of surrounding trees. The use of small lowconcussion charges and multiple small charges designed to pre-shear the rock face will reduce
fracturing, ground vibration, and overall impact on the surrounding environment. Only
explosives of low pbytotoxicity and techniques that minimize tree damage should be used.
Provisions must be made to ensure that blasted rock and debris are stored away from the critical
root zones of trees.

•

Landscapin1 and Irriaation Systems: The planting of new trees and shrubs should not
damage the roots of retained trees. The installation of any in-ground irrigation system must
take into account the critical root zones of the trees to be retained. Prior to installation. we
recommend the irrigation technician consult with the project arborist about the most suitable
locations for the irrigation lines and how best to mitigate the impacts on the trees to be retained.
This may require the project arborist supervise the excavations associated with installing the
irrigation system. Excessive frequent irrigation and irrigation which wets the trunks of trees
can have a detrimental impact on tree health and can lead to root and trunk decay.

•

Arborist Role: It is the responsibility of the client or his/her representative to contact the

project arborist for the purpose of:
o Locating the barrier fencing
o Reviewing the report with the project foreman or site supervisor
o Locating work zones, where required
o Supervising any excavation within the critical root zones b
~~r·.
0 Reviewing and advising of any pruning requirements for
·~ ~
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
•

Review and site meeting: Once the project receives approval, it is important that the project
arborist meet with the principals involved in the project to review the information contained
herein. It is also important that the arborist meet with the site foreman or supervisor before any
site clearing, tree removal, demolition, or other construction activity occurs and to confirm the
locations of the tree protection barrier fencing.

Please do not hesitate to call us at (250) 479-8733 should you have any further questions.
Thank you,

Michael Marcucci
ISA Certified# ON-1943A
TRAQ-Qualified
Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
ISA Certified Consulting Arborists
Attached:
1-page tree resource spreadsheet
1-page tree site plan (existing survey)
1-page Landscape Plan
1-page Servicing Plan
7-page Architectural plans
1-page barrier fencing specifications
2-page tree resource spreadsheet methodology and definitions
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Tree Resource Spreadsheet Methodology and Definitions

Revised November 28, 20 l 9

II&: Tree identification number on a metal tag attached to tree with nail or wire, generally at eye
level. Trees on municipal or neighboring properties are generally not tagged ("NT #").
DBB: Diameter at breast height - diameter of trunk, measured in centimetres at l .4m above

ground level. For trees on a slope, it is taken at the average point between the high and low side of
the slope.
- Approximate due to inaccessibility or on neighbouring property
CrQMl Spread: Indicates the diameter of the crown spread measured in metres to the dripline of
the longest limbs.
Relative Toleqnce Rating: Relative tolerance of the tree species to construction related impacts
such as root pruning, crown pruning, soil compaction, hydrology changes, grade changes, and
other soil disturbance. This rating does not take into account individual tree characteristics, such
as health a11d vigour. Three ratings are assigned based on our knowledge and local experience with
the tree species: Poor (P), Moderate (M) or Good (G).

Critical Root Zone: A calculated radial measurement in metres from the tnmlc of the tree. It is the

optimal size oftree protection zone and is calculated by multiplying the DBH of the tree by 10, 12
or 15 depending on the tree's Relative Tolerance Rating. This methodology is based on the
methodology used by Nelda Matheny and James R. Clark in their book ..Trees and Development:
A Technical Guide to Preservation of Trees During Land Development."
•
•
•

15 x DBH =Poor Tolerance of Construction
12 x DBH =Moderate
lOxDBH = Good

This method is solely a mathematical calculation that does not consider factors such as restricted
root growth, limited soil volumes, age, crown spread, health, or structure (such as a lean). To
calculate the critical root zone oftrees with multiple stems below l .4m, the diameter is considered
the sum of 100% ofthe diameter ofthe largest stem and 60% ofthe diameter ofthe next two largest
stems. This however can result in multi-stem trees having exaggerated CRZs. Where noted,
sometimes the CRZ for trees with multiple stems will be c 'T~~~gthe-diametet.of.th.e trunk
below the unions. In specific cases, some CRZs will be
9~6@:
I~
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Note that in most cases. our inventories include a Level l Limited Visual Assessment. which only
comprises a brief assessment to identify obvious defects and conditions. The inspection may have
only been completed from one-side of the tree. depending on the defined scope of work. property
lines and/or site conditions.
Health Condition:

•

Poor - Tree is weak. under significant stress and/or declining

•

Fair-Tree has average vigour for its species and site conditions

• Good - Tree is growing well and appears to be free of significant health stress
Structural Condition:

•

Poor - Significant structural defects observed

•

Fair - Moderate to minor structural concerns; mitigation measures likely feasible

•

Good - No visible or only minor structural concerns

Betention Status:

•

Removal (or "X)- Not possible to retain given proposed construction plans

•

Retain - It is possible to retain this tree in the long-term given the proposed plans and
information available. This is assuming our recommended mitigation measures are
followed

•

Retain • - See report for more information regarding potential impacts

• TBD (To Be Determined} - The impacts on the tree could be significant. However. in the
absence of exploratory excavations and in an effort to retain as many trees as possible. we
recommend that the final determination be made by the supervising project arborist at the
time of excavation. The tree might be possible to retain depending on the location of roots
and the resulting impacts, but concerned parties should be aware that the tree may require
removal.

mi~;;-~~ [DJ
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The Corporation of the District of Saanich

Report
To:

Mayor and Council

From:

Advisory Design Panel

Date:

December 9, 2020

Subject:

Development permit appllcatlon to construct a two-storey
office/warehouse/sales building

BACKGROUND
The above referenced application was considered by the Advisory Design Panel at its meeting
of November 4 , 2020. This is a development permit application to construct a two-storey
office/warehouse/sales building under the existing M-1 OW (Douglas Street West) Zone.
Variances are requested.
472 and 476 Dupplln Road
Legal Description:

Lot 1, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 5874; Lot 73, Section 7, Victoria
District, Plan 51, Except Those Parts Included in Tennyson and Dupplin
Roads and Except That Part In Plan 5874

Planning Fiie:
Planner:

DPR00801
Chuck Bell, Planner

DISCUSSION
Comments from the Planner:
The Planner provided an overview of the proposal as follows:
• This application is for two existing lots to be consolidated into one lot.
• This application is for a development permit constructing a two-storey, 1090 square
metre office warehouse and sales building under the existing M-1 OW Zone.
• In November 2011 , Council approved the construction of a one-storey office building
with a garage and outdoor storage; this building was not constructed.
• More recently, another application for a four-storey light industrial building with one level
of underground parking. Council approved the Development Permit, but withheld
ratification pending registration of a covenant.
• The site is located within the Saanich Core Local Area's Douglas Street West area of
and is within the Uptown major centre.
• The Uptown Douglas Corridor Plan encourages the conservation of and densification of
light industrial uses and improvements to streetscapes in the public realm.
• The site is identified under the UDP as a building height of four to eight-storeys.
• The site is also subject to the relevant guidelines for the Saanich Core Development
Permit area. Applicable guidelines related to the scale of new development. It reflects
the Saanich Core's urban character is in keeping with the general form and character of
Page 1of4
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•

December 9, 2020

the surrounding development. It is of the human scale to increase street-level
opportunities for social interaction and create of a vibrant pedestrian environment and
has a high quality of architecture that is contemporary and authentic incorporating varied
architectural elements and landscaping adjacent to the street.
Some variances are requested; they are for setbacks. For the Dupplin Road, lot line a
one-metre setback is proposed; 3.75 metres setback is required. The rear yard setback
-which abuts an RS-6 lot, zero metres setback is proposed, 12 metres setback is
required.
A variance is being sought for height; 11 .71 metres is proposed, 10 metres is the
maximum.
A variance for the number of off-street loading spaces is requested , one is proposed,
two are required .
A variance for maneuvering aisle width is being requested, seven metres is proposed,
7.6 metres is required.
A variance for proposed signs is requested , two facia signs and one canopy sign are
proposed , one facia or canopy sign and one wall sign per business is allowed.
Engineering gave the applicant a choice between a statutory right of way or a street
dedication. The applicant has chosen the statutory right of way.

Comments from applicant I owner I applicant representative(s):
Dan Dunwoodie, D Squared Projects Ltd; Karla Castellanos, Architect, KCC Architecture; on
behalf of EB Horsman Industrial Development; presented to the committee and highlighted:
• The proposed building fits into the neighbourhood's character as most of the buildings in
the immediate surrounding area are for light industrial use.
• The site slopes dramatically 2.5 to three metres from east to west.
• The building is situated close to Dupplin Road to engage the public realm following
Uptown Douglas Plan guidelines.
• The entrance is at the back of the property, where the road grading is more favourable
for parking and hides vehicles from the street.
• The building features a more open form and shape that captures your eye with playful
colours. The canopy incorporates some of the nearby area elements and is a
reinterpretation of a sloped roof.
• The framed entrance off of Tennyson Avenue is a strong component that creates
presence. The office is designed for six to eight staff, the warehouse for two people.
• The office space is open and spacious to capture the natural light. The grade difference
allows for more features on the second floor; glazing is proposed.
• This building is purpose-built that only requires one loading bay and one overhead door.
• There is limited space for landscaping; however, the native and adaptive plants that are
planted will help soften the building and create an attractive street frontage.
• Around the site, five existing trees have been removed as per the arborist's
recommendation. One removed tree is bylaw protected. The applicant has proposed to
plant three medium-sized boulevard trees, spaced following size and spacing
requirements.
• Large deciduous shrubs will help soften the fa9ade along Dupplin Road.
• Porous asphalt is proposed for the parking area to assist with the stormwater strategy.
• There is a small amenity space near the front entrance with two picnic tables and six
bike spaces to promote healthy lifestyles and alternate modes of transportation.
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In response to questions, the applicant stated:
• The upper floor windows on the south elevations are real windows. The panels have an
architectural finish.
• One of the washrooms on the main floor is wheelchair accessible.
• Consideration could be given to replicating the same detail with reveals on the building's
backside that has been demonstrated on the front of the building.
• Water retention is on-site.
• While not at the structural design stage, there is a preference to drop the tilt panels right
to the footing; it will be explored with the structural engineer.
In response to questions from the Panel, the Planner stated:
•
•
•
•

The property at 4 70 Dupplin Road is in the RS-6 Zone.
The Planning Department has no concerns regarding the variance for a reduced
maneuvering aisle width.
The building has to meet all building code requirements to get a building permit.
It is unknown if the residence next door at 470 Dupplin Road is used as a residence or
small business. Many houses in the immediate area are owner/operated small
businesses.

SUMMARY

Comments from the Panel:
• There are concerns regarding the zero lot line on the west side due to the neighbouring
property being RS-6 zoned; there is no guarantee that this property will seek to become
industrially zoned. Also, a stark, blank wall faces this lot line.
• Consideration could be given to break up the massing on the south wall.
• The mechanical free zone on the roof is appreciated.
• Appreciate the placement of the wheelchair parking and the use of the ramp the address
the grade.
• The greenery on the back of the parking is a nice surprise and Tennyson's trees are
appreciated.
• Expanding the sidewalk along Dupplin Avenue seems like a better option than planting
because the land strip is so narrow.
• It seems strange that the entrance doesn't connect to the sidewalk without having to go
through the driveway; it would be more friendly to extend the sidewalk. Perhaps if you
were to extend a connection to Tennyson Avenue and the sidewalk with some
reprogramming, it would create a more friendly street character.
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MOTION:
MOVED by N. Standeven and Seconded by I. Gallant: "That it be recommended
that the design to construct a four-storey light industrial building at 472 and 476
Dupplin Road under the existing M-1DW (Douglas Street West) Zone be approved
subject to consideration of:
1. A review of the entry conditions on Tennyson; and
2. Additional architectural treatment of south and west facades to address the
massing of the building."
CARRIED

Tara Da Silva
Senior Committee Clerk
/tds
Cc:

Director of Planning
Manager of Inspection Services
D Squared Projects Ltd. (Dan Dunwoodie)
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This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is not
known to you.

Greetings
The Mt. View Colquitz Community Assoc. comments on this project are attached.
Best wishes.
Carol Hamill

RECEIVED
By M. MacDonald, Legislative Senf~ District of SMnlch at 10:30 am. Jul 23, 2020
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Mt View Colquitz Community Assoc.
. .i. . .

22 July 2020

Re: 472 and 476 Dupplin Road
Applicant D Squared Projects Ltd.

DPR00801

To Construct a New Two Storey Office/Warehouse/Sales Bldg. under existing M-1 DW zoning.
To Mayor and Council,
Mount View Colquitz Community Assoc. has no objection to the project, we may provide additional comments after the Planning
Dep't report is available.
Background
The MVCCA was very supportive of the four story industrial/tech building that was passed by council in 2017. It was an innovative
building with underground parking. At that time the neighbouring businesses expressed support for the project. Given the new Uptown
Douglas (UD) plan vision for the Tennyson Industrial Quarter it would be useful to know why that larger, more interesting project
failed, resulting in the sale of the site.
Our understanding of the project is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

site is near to Galloping Goose trail, in the Tennyson Industrial Quarter
the application is within the existing roning
project is a two story building with surface parking
sidewalks to be provided on both sides of property
bicycle parking requirements to be determined
variance requested for height - not of a concern to MVCCA given our support of the four storey project
variances requested for setbacks
variance for parking not needed

Comments
We do not know if the new UD plan applies to this application. Since this is not a reroning application there is very little influence
that can be brought to bear on the design. This is a basic, light industrial type building, as can be found in any industrial area. in any
city in BC. It will not enhance the Tennyson Industrial Quarter to the extent that some local business owners have chosen to do.
MVCCA has not re-canvased the neighbourhood, do to the current pandemic. It is our opinion, that many neighbours will support this
project because they want an end to the unkempt, vacant lot. Generally the MVCCA would prefer a taller building, providing greater
density, and more in line with the goals of the Uptown-Douglas Corridor plan. Given Saanich support for cycling, the design should
include better security for employee bikes.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this matter.
Carol Hamill
cc. Planning Dep't
Sarah de Medeiros

